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Wise, Beautiful Meditations for the Dying and Those Who Care for Them 
 
As human beings, we share a profound need to die with dignity — and to see our loved ones depart peacefully, 
without suffering. Yet those who enter their final, often prolonged chapter of life must struggle with dwindling 
independence, sort through old regrets, and say their final goodbyes to family and friends. In turn, caregivers 
must learn to be deeply patient and understanding, and to face the grief of their inevitable loss. How can we, as 
the dying or as the caretaker, walk this long, strenuous path and still remain faithful to God, to ourselves, and 
to those we love?  
 
Drawing on her years of experience as a hospice volunteer, as well as her personal experience of caring for her 
own family members, former Christianity Today Book Award-winner Marilyn McEntyre provides two 
beautifully written collections to help us face these difficult times: A Faithful Farewell: Living Your Last Chapter 
with Love and A Long Letting Go: Meditations on Losing Someone You Love. 
 
In A Faithful Farewell, McEntyre offers fifty-two short but insightful meditations on the very real issues faced 
by those who are dying. She addresses a broad variety of subjects, such as pain, regret, loss of privacy, and 
changing identity, among others. She presents these reflections in the first person, in order to give them “an 
immediacy they might not have otherwise, and make them more a sharing of a common condition than advice 
from across the chasm that divides health from illness.”  
 
McEntyre concludes each reflection with brief prayers and carefully chosen lines from cherished hymns, 
hoping these may serve as “invitations to recall the many ways that songs and hymns have sustained the life of 
faith, especially in hard times.” 
 
In A Long Letting Go, a companion book to A Faithful Farewell, McEntyre offers a second volume of quiet 
reflections — this time for the caregiver. McEntyre’s thirty-two meditations focus on the strenuous, life-
changing work of helping a loved one through the final stretch of his or her journey, contemplating subjects 
such as “Setting the House in Order” and “Things of the Spirit.” 
 
The meditations in these books, writes McEntyre, “are not meant as advice, nor as theological statement, but 
simply as a harvest of experiences and reflections that may provide some direction, hope, or consolation in a 
time when generosity, imagination, patience, and love may be stretched in unprecedented ways.”   
 
“Marilyn McEntyre embodies simple, patient kindness in the pages of this book," writes musician and writer 
Michael Card in his endorsement for A Long Letting Go. With gentle simplicity, McEntyre invites both the 
dying and their caregivers to slow down and reflect upon their experiences as they prepare to bid their loved 
ones goodbye. 
 
Review copies of both A Faithful Farewell and A Long Letting Go are available upon request. To schedule an 
interview with the author, please contact publicist Ingrid Wolf. 
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